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Password Cracking Techniques

I Dictionary attack

I Brute force attack

I Rainbow table attack



Dictionary Attack

I A dictionary attack uses a dictionary file (which is just a list
of probable passwords) in order to formulate a password guess

I This can easily guess simple passwords, but has troubles if the
password has characters that aren’t frequently found in
passwords

I John the Ripper can use a dictionary attack with the
--wordlist flag



Brute Force Attack

I A brute force attack goes through all possible combinations in
order to crack a password

I Not entirely random - usually uses more common characters
first

I John the Ripper calls this incremental mode, specified with
the --incremental flag



Rainbow Table Attack

I A giant lookup table, where a password’s hash can be
compared to all elements within a rainbow table in order to
find a match

I Useful for low security hashing methods like MD5 and SHA-1

I Require a LOT of storage

I John does not use rainbow table attacks - else John would be
HUGE



Hashing

I Hashing, as applied to passwords, is the process by which a
password is made into non-reversible, fixed-length data.

I John will generally detect the hashing function applied. If this
for some reason is incorrect, use the --format=NAME flag to
specify



Salt

I Salt is simply a unique, non-secret number appended before
hashing

I Helps prevent rainbow table attacks - cannot just look up
what maps to a hash

I Again, John automatically detects salt and deals with it.
Since John doesn’t use rainbow tables, John can just as easily
crack salted passwords (at least unsophisticated ones)

I Should this need to specify, John can use --salt=[-]COUNT

to crack only COUNT salts - the - before COUNT can be
added to crack all but those with COUNT salts



John the Ripper Cracking

John the Ripper is simply used with the following:

j ohn [OPTIONS ] [PASSWORD−FILES ]

To retrieve the passwords cracked from a password file:

j ohn −−show [PASSWORD−FILES ]



John the Ripper Modes

The easiest way to use John is with no arguments - this will run
John three times, or until it cracks the password, once for each of
the three main modes



Single Mode

Single mode, specified with --single, takes in the username and
mangles it, checking this mangled username against all passwords
in a file



Wordlist Mode

Wordlist mode, specified with --wordlist=WORDLIST, takes in a
wordlist and attempts those as the password. Without a specified
wordlist, the default John wordlist is used, found in
/usr/share/john/password.lst



Incremental Mode

Incremental mode, specified with --incremental, is a simple
brute force attack



Word Mangling Rules

Single mode uses word mangling rules by default, but wordlist may
be changed with the --rules flag. These rules may be changed in
the john config file



Unshadowing

Linux ”shadows” passwords - which are stored in /etc/passwd -
in order to keep access to a minimum. The shadow file, which
actually contains the password hashes, is found in /etc/shadow.
John the ripper has a command called unshadow, used by
unshadow [PASSWORD-FILE] [SHADOW-FILE], printing the
output to standard output.



Finding Password Hashes

I We are going to crack the Kali Linux default password - log
onto the virtual machine and open the terminal.

I Unshadow the password file with the following:

touch h a s h f i l e
sudo unshadow / e t c /passwd / e t c /shadow > h a s h f i l e
ca t h a s h f i l e

I This should display all of the usernames and the password
hashes to the terminal



Cracking the Kali Password

I John’s basic usage is likely the best, especially for this
instance. Run the following in order to crack the password:

j ohn h a s h f i l e

I At any time you can press a key in order to see the progress,
but it won’t take that long.

I Once cracked, show the password with the following:

j ohn −−show h a s h f i l e



Cracked Password Storage

I The passwords are stored in ~/.john/john.pot - you can see
this file using:

ca t ˜/ . john / john . pot

I Note that this stores all passwords you have cracked, and
--show option simply shows the passwords associated with a
given password file. This is more useful, as the john.pot file
is not as human readable



Large File Cracking

I Log on to a Kali VM

I Go to https://contest-2012.korelogic.com/ (or google
”Defcon 2012 Crack Me If You Can”) and download the
password hash file bundle

I In the command line, change your directory to ~/Downloads/

I Extract the files with
tar jxf cmiyc_2012_password_hash_files.tar.bz2

I Change directory into the new directory,
./cmiyc_2012_password_hash_files/

https://contest-2012.korelogic.com/


Cracking the Passwords

I We will begin by cracking some of these passwords - these
files are pretty large, with lots of passwords

I Check out how many lines are in each file with the command
wc -l * in the command line

I Since cracking passwords takes a long time, we will start with
some fairly easy cracking on the file hashes-3.des.txt:

j ohn . / hashes −3. des . t x t

I At any time, press a key in order to see the progress or press
ctrl-c to cancel the cracking.



Showing the cracked passwords

I Show the cracked passwords with
john --show hashes-3.des.txt

Figure: Showing the usernames and their cracked passwords



Other Password Crackers

I Hashcat

I Aircrack

I THC Hydra

I Cain and Abel



Further Reading

I Hashing - IT Secutity Community Blog - About Secure
Password Hashing

I John the Ripper basics - TunnelsUP - Getting started cracking
passwords with John the Ripper

I John the Ripper command line options - OpenWall’s John the
Ripper options page

I And many more...

https://security.blogoverflow.com/2013/09/about-secure-password-hashing/
https://security.blogoverflow.com/2013/09/about-secure-password-hashing/
https://www.tunnelsup.com/getting-started-cracking-password-hashes/
https://www.tunnelsup.com/getting-started-cracking-password-hashes/
http://www.openwall.com/john/doc/OPTIONS.shtml
http://www.openwall.com/john/doc/OPTIONS.shtml
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